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ABSToACT
pince we are carróing on the practice of architectural heritage protectionI we are often confronted with
the problem of necessaró meeting and comparison the collected sources of information and historical
documents with phósicalló existing structure of the buildingK bven the need to take the necessaró
interventionI which aims to consolidateI or even emergencó rescue of endangered objectI requires the
necessaró testsI analótical research and monitoring applications to determine its technical conditionK
rsualló apart from the design and structural research is also necessaró to work with an architectI
architectural historian or archaeologist – a coJoperation necessaró for the proper adjustment of the
substance of the historic building and in order to define an integrated and interdisciplinaró program of
conservationK
A wellJknown medical principle of ‘primum non nocere’I that is present also in the building
maintenanceI creates an obligation to conduct research in a safe and minimalló invasive manner
compared to the authentic objectDs building substance and constitutes also the obligation to use ‘nonJ
destructive’ research tools in the first instanceK
qhe development of modern science and technologó provided the researchers with the equipment and
technologies with which we can minimize the interference into the material and authentic substance of
the tested structureK qhese tools include dmoI thermovisionI CN4 dating methodI spectrophotogramJ
metró and manó others that allow for more precise definition of areas of research and testingK qheó are
notI of courseI the answer to the dilemma of ‘to studó or not to studó?’I but theó allow for efficient and
safer – in terms of architectural heritage protection – acquisition of knowledge about the structure and
stratigraphó of the tested objectK
qhe article presents the analósis of results of several of the most valuable molish monuments of
architectureI including among other the Castle in pobotka dorkaI the ootunda of eolló sirgin jaró at
the tawel eill in hraków and the building of feAihw tAmh in hrakowK
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qhe dónamic development of science especialló for aerospace and militaró – led to the construction of
new tools based on technologies and properties of radioJI lightJ and laser waves used in the studó of
materialsI their components and structuresK janó of these tools because of their lowJinvasive nature of
the monitoring of the test substance are increasingló being adopted in the area of conservation and
building maintenance related researchK But it was spread a wrong and based on ignorance of the things
opinionI that research of this tópe can replace the ‘classic’ studó and research based on organoleptic
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sensoró analósis of the objectI especialló in those cases where there is no direct access to itI and when
such analósis is related to the necessitó of removal of these parts or fragments that block and obstruct
such accessK qhis was reflected in the unreflective opposing the nonJinvasive research tests against
invasive tests rightló considered as destructiveI and also in the utopian anticipation of the complete
elimination from the architecture researcherDs Dresearch workshopD the invasive methods and methods
which are phósicalló penetrating a material substanceK lne of the first devices that allowed for more
precise targeting of research and reasonable limitation of their area without detriment to the purpose of
research was called was pfo radar Epubsurface oadar fnterferenceFI particularló useful in detecting
subsurface anomaliesI and therefore also of underground facilities and their relics xNzK cor the first
time in molandI radar pfo was applied in hrakowI in the search and location of the crópt in the ptK
meter and maul churchI conducted in the late UMs of the last centuró after raising the embargo which
due to militaró reasons this device was coveredK
curther extensive use of this device – todaó called dmo Edround menetrating oadarF – for civil
purposes allows limited power of the transmitter used for the soJcalled ‘shallow’ subsurface
penetration Eup to several meters into the depthsFI while for militaró purposes the technologó of ‘deep’
dmo is still being developed xOzK
qhe radar studó and research of subsurface facilities is based on the emission of electromagnetic
wavesI which being reflected from laóers or objects with variable dielectric properties and being
processed bó dedicated software – provide a picture of a section through the given phase EmediumFK
tidespread use of dmoI being the device popular especialló in archaeological research xPzI can be
however greatló expanded also in terms of penetration of the vertical and horizontal stratigraphó of
individual parts and components of the buildingI such as wallsI ceilings or floorsK ft is possible in the
face of farJreaching miniaturization of equipment x4zK
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OKNK Castle in Sobotka dorka
Capabilities of dmo as an important auxiliaró tool in planning studies and researchI but which did not
eliminate the need to carró the ‘devastating’ exposures to check the research hópothesesI are illustrated
bó the historó of research conducted bó feAihw in pobotka dorka at a site involving the alleged
ooman palace of meter tlastK qhe relics of this palace are preserved within the oldest part of the castle
complex which is an oblong stone buildingI that in the jiddle Ages was used for residentialI and then
sacral purposes xRzK
fnside the interior of the former nave of the church was made a series of dmo surveós that gave
a picture of relics appearing under the current floor EcigK NFK eoweverI the southern internal wall of the
nave was subjected to tests based on thermovisionK
qhe resulting echograms revealed disturbances of pulses of electromagnetic wavesI interpreted as the
subsurface occurrence of building structures in the form of two wallsW the transverse and parallel oneI
extending along the northern wallK qhis division of the interior would be surprising and not tópical for
sacred buildingsK qhereforeI verification of dmo surveós began with a small probe identified in the
point of intersection of two wallsK As a result of this workI was unveiled a transverse wall integralló
connected with the main wall of the oomanesque buildingK qhis wall was built using the same
technologó as perimeter walls of the oldest phase of this objectK
fn the case of parallel wallsI one decided to expand the probe to the entire length of the roomI in order
to explain the nature of this relicK fn the eleven meterJlong earth profile emerged clearló four building
excavations EtrenchesF located at similar distances to each other and having similar dimensionsK
aetritalló preserved fragments of foundation footing in one of these excavations suggested
interpretation of the echogram of continuous wall as demolition residues of linearló deploóed intraJ
nave pillarsK qheó come probabló from the second phase of construction of the oomanesque buildingI
which as a result of establishing here the monks of paint Augustine ruleX the building was transformed
from civic building into a churchK
dmo studies and research in case of complex stratigraphó of the castle complex in pobotka dorka
proved to be helpful both in establishing the test excavationsI reasonabló limiting the broad spatial
penetration of the structure of historic propertóI as well as reliable in the sense of the nature of the
findingsK rnfortunateló for the purposes related to precise documentation of the measurement and
conducting the analósis of stóleI material and technological analósisI it became necessaró to undertake
and conduct invasive researchK
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FigK N qhe results of dmo researches of the Castel of pobotka dorkaK Cracow deodetic Companó

eoweverI the internal face of the south wall was subjected to thermal imageJbased researchK qhe
obtained thermograms showed clear traces of the two levels which – taking into account the results of
the subsurface research – can be interpreted as the residual of utilitó levels associated with the first
phase of the oomanesque building Elower levelFI and a second phase formed after the reconstruction of
secular building and its adaptation to the needs of sacred building Ehigher levelI probabló associated
with a galleró supported on pillarsI which traces of founding were described aboveFK
OKOK The ootunda of the eolly sirgin Mary at the tawel eill
marticularló important for the new research hópotheses are dmo surveós conducted in the rotunda of
the eolló sirgin jaró at tawel eill in OMMV within the statutoró research of the feAihwK
qhis commonló known facilitó being an example of the oldest building horizon in moland ENMth L NNth
centuróFI although was subjected to longJterm research and archaeological explorations over the last
centuróI remains still a mósteróI for which the keó is a solution applied to the sóstem of external
communicationsK qwo contentious conceptsI so as to reconstruct a bodó oif the building and functional
and spatial solutionsI to this daó have their supporters and opponents in the world of science xSz K
qhe first of these conceptsI the oldest one created bó pzószkoJBohusz who was the discoverer of the
rotundaI shows us the massive and compact bodó of the rotundaI with a height of NN metersI remaining
in the tópe of joravian buildings and oldJCroatian rotundsI with the obvious connotations of southern
buropeK A clear span interior of the tawel rotunda with the small size of the space is communicated
with the outside space using the door opening located in one of the eastern apsesI which is probabló
not the original primaró entranceK
qhe reason for a fundamental change in the concept of reconstruction of the rotunda was the discoveró
inside soJcalled fifth apse the relics of the staircaseI which would indicate a twoJlevel building with
a cellarK A consequence of this hópothesis was the assumption regarding its height amounting to NR
metersI what severeló disrupted the proportions of the object and still does not explain the question
related to the entrance to this objectK qhe onló reasonable solution was the primaró concept developed
bó hlementóna ŻurowskaI and involving the links between the rotunda and the palaceK qhis conceptI
based on the tópologó of known residences of the miast dónastóI in the absence of anó relics had to
fallI as proposed bó the researcher – the palatial buildingI if it was established on the axis of the
rotundaI would meet the huge rock ledge Ea faultFK
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FigK O qhe results of dmo researches of the ootunda of the eolló sirgin jaró at the tawel eillK Cracow
deodetic CompanóK pcale NWNMM

qodaóI being enriched with the results of new discoveries done bó eanna hockaJ hrenzI we know that
moznan palaceI chronologicalló close to the ptK jaró ootunda on the tawel eill was crossJcoupled
with the palace chapelI and that a similar solution taking into account the topographó of the land could
be used also in hrakowK qhis new hópothesis proposed bó the author of this article xTz I unfortunatelóI
cannot be verified in the waó of archaeological researchI thereforeI the question has been restricted to
the use of dmoK Based on the obtained echogramsI one has observed artificial alignment of the tested
substratumI what certainló took place during the archaeological works and a numerous construction
workI but in the tested area was outlined a clear boundaró of substratum changeI which maó be
associated with the old building development existing in the form of an elongated rectangleI situated
transverseló in relation to the rotunda EcigK OFK fn this caseI given the results of excavations done in
pobótkaJdórkaI bringing a positive verification of both precision as well as high sensitivitó of dmo
capturing anomalies and fragmentariló preserved relics of exploded foundation pillarsI the results of
dmo research executed on the tawel Castle should not remain marginalized and exploitedK
qhermal images of the interior of the apse with preserved preJoomanesque windowI that were made
during the same research operation did not capture the changes in temperature and thus did not
confirm the anomalous trace of threads on the arcI which could testifó to the existence at this altitude
of ceiling or floor that covers the alleged cróptK konJinvasive tests conducted in the rotunda of the ptK
jaróI though as óet not confirmed bó traditional researchI confirm however high usefulness of dmo
and thermographó for scientific discussion and bring an element of inspiration for the search for
alternative models of historical realitóK
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OKPK The building of feAihw tAPh in hrakow
fn addition to dmoI a method more and more wideló used in conservation researchI as alreadó
mentioned above also becomes a thermographóI in other words a technologó of thermal imaging bó
recording thermal radiation emitted bó the phósical bodó and measurement of this radiation in the
midJinfrared bandK qhermographó as a research method can be based on the model of static EpassiveFI
which consists in measuring the natural EcustomF temperature of the objectI or the dónamic model
EactiveF using thermal wave transmission in the direction of the object causing the diversitó of its
distribution through various materials and building structures stored inside a buildingK
qhermographó has been used wideló in tests and studies of outside wall on the courtóard of the feAihw
building located at hanonicza ptreet N in hrakowI in connection with the forthcoming program of
conservation repairsK qhis building is a unique monument being a part of canonical mansions built in the
jiddle Ages and heaviló transformed during the oenaissanceK At the time of the revaluation work
conducted in the late UMs last centuró in the ground floor on the courtóard sideI the researchers have
discovered a wellJpreserved stonework of oenaissance arcades attributed to the workshop of BerrecciI
and bricked up with monolithic brick wall in the course of the next reconstruction made during the
nineteenth centuróK crom the insideI in the hallwaó of ground floorI in specialló designed niches are
exhibited columns with bases and volute caps EcapitalsFK ft is alleged that on the upper floors might
survive the fragments of open galleriesI which could become a complement to the oenaissance cloisters
– a common solution to the canons mansions of sixteenth centuró xUzK fn preparing the next repair and
conservation programI the Cracow rniversitó of qechnologó commissioned the relevant archaeological
and architectural studiesI also including the use of thermographic methods of elevations testing xVzK cor
the research was used a relativeló modern sóstem of thermal imaging xNMzI and this brought the colour
thermal images with an assigned scale of the temperature valuesK
qhe research resultsI unfortunatelóI do not prejudge clearló positive outcomesI although the
thermograms drawn in the morning and eveningI thus a daótime eliminating the temporaró heating of
the surfaceI show more details that can be interpreted as evidence of an independent structure hidden
in a brick wallK As the authors write in conclusionI “aifferences in temperature and the characteristic
thermal fields in the areas between the windows on the first floor Epositive or negative – depending on
time of daóF recorded from the outsideI indicate that in this place exist some material discontinuitiesI
and thus there is a possibilitó of the existence of objects made of different material that are builtJin to
alreadó existing wall EegK pillars or columnsFK qhe similar temperature anomalies are present in this
wall – theó maó be found on the floor ff” xNNzK
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qhe use of the nonJdestructive technologies in architectural and archaeological researches became the
necessitó because of additional possibilities bringing bó this techniquesK qheó enable to point the area
of excavation preciouslóI limiting its destructive consequencesK eoweverI it is apparent that the
thermal nonJdestructive testing can onló be regarded as a serious support for research hópothesis and
as an indicator specifóing the places of the traditional testsI because onló such tests can clearló
confirm the research hópothesis or reject itK
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xNz Cianciara AK EOMMPF wastosowanie georadarów do inwentarózacji infrastrukturó podziemnejK
fnW fnżynieria Bezwykopowa MVK
xOz korgard gKaKI ticks jKCKI jusselman oKiK EOMMRF aeep dround menetrating oadar EdmoFK
tfmaJa jodels of Buried pubJpurface oadiatorsK fnW oeport aocumentation The rKpK Air corce
AcademyI Colorado ppringsI Applied Computational blectromagnetic pociety gournal I see alsoW
aaniels gKgK EOMMMF dround menetrating oadar cundamentalsK fnW Appendix to a oeport to the
rKpKbmAI oegion sK
xPz Conóers iKBK EOMM4F droundJpenetrating radar for archeologóK oowman AltamiraK
x4z ieuci dKI kegri pKI CarrozzoI jKqK EOMMPF dround menetrating oadar EdmoFW an application for
evaluating the state of maintenance of the building coatingK fnW Annals of deophysicsI volK 4SI nK PK
xRz ptala hK EOMNMF malatium możnowładcze miotra tłostowica? oekonstrukcja najstarszej fazó buJ
dowli romańskiej w pobótceJdórce na podstawie najnowszóch wóników badań archeologicznoJ
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JarchitektonicznóchK fnW tiadomości honserwatorskieI no 2TI pK STJTUX see alsoW ptala hK EOMNMF
bcclesia de novo constructaK hościół kanoników regularnóch w dórce koło pobótkiK oekonstrukJ
cja drugiej fazó przebudowó palatium możnowładczego miotra tłostowicaK fnW tiadomości honJ
serwatorskieI koK OUI pK VNJNMMK
xSz ptala hK EOMMTF qetrakonchos kjmI EśwKśwK celiksa i AdauktaF na tawelu jako przókład
dziedzictwa antócznego w architekturze wczesnośredniowiecznejK mroblemó interpretacójneK fnW
tiadomości honserwatorskieI koK ONI pK OMJOTK
xTz ptala hKI ibidemK
xUz BiczJpuknarowska jKI kiewalda tKI oojkowska eK ENVVTF wabudowa rezódencjonalna EhanoJ
niczaF dawnego lkołu w usf wiekuK fnW Między gotykiem a barokiemK pztuka hrakowa usf
i usff wiekuI Biblioteka hrakowskaI koK NPSK
xVz Archaeological and architectural researches in courtJóard of the building in hanonicza N streetJ
mracownie honserwacji wabótków w hrakowie ppółka AkcójnaI hrakow OMNNK
xNMz qemperature distribution studies were performed with camera cifo mJSOM Eoffered bó wellJ
known rKpK companó named cifo pvpqbjpF working in the infrared spectral band TIRJNP μm
EmicronsF and developed with the bngineering and qechnical oesearch Companó
afAdklqboj in hraków in lctober OMNNK
xNNz qhe documentation aboveI partW thermal imaging testI pKN4K
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